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Image & Narration from a Gender Perspective

International conference organised by Alain Boillat (UNIL), 
Jan Baetens (KU Leuven), and Philippe Marion (UC Louvain), as part of the doctoral 

programme “Dispositives of Vision: Cinema, Photography and Other Media”

 This conference calls upon doctoral students and research fellows to discuss the use of gender 

studies as a tool applied to narratives such as novel performance, illustrated book, conversation, film, 

comic book, video game, etc. Discussions will address both advantages and limitations using theoretical 

aspects at a conceptual level and case studies. On a broader scope, it aims to shed light on all kinds of 

representations likely to be addressed in their narrative dimensions such as illustration, poster, visualisation, 

photographs, etc. The aim is to combine and confront varied tools of gender studies, as they are conducted 

across motley fields, and to apply these concepts to various objects of research. Emphasis will be given 

to cross-cutting approaches which deal with many means of expression, so as to examine potential media 

specificities and gender constructions.

 The subject of the communications can be a narrative (or a combination of narratives) analysed in 

its axiological dimension – as a way to consolidate, call into question or deflect (from) certain gender norms 

–, prescriptive discourses (writing manuals), theoretical models, specific elements of the narrative structure 

(character characterisation, construction of point of view, notions of “lack”, “possible”, final evaluation, 

curiosity/suspense, narrative instance, etc.), paratextual documents. Talks can also refer to the genesis of 

a work, sources useful to reconstruct a work reception phenomenon, etc. 

 Works per se, but also their production, diffusion and reception contexts will be addressed. Indeed, 

the target readership or audience tends to vary in accordance with gender stereotypes – often linked with 

generic categories defined in terms of gender identities and gender-based social representations.
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SCHEDULE

Thursday 25 October

UNIL, Unithèque, room 4215

I. Pratiques éditoriales populaires – Popular Editorial Practices

Moderation : Alain BOILLAT

13h30-14h15  Alexie GEERS, CEREP University of Reims / CRAL-EHESS
La mise en récit de féminités de classe dans la presse féminine. 
Études comparatives

14h15-15h00   Raphaël OESTERLE, University of Lausanne
Construction du lectorat dans les périodiques de bande dessinée pour la 
jeunesse de l’après-guerre : le cas du mouvement catholique « Cœurs vaillants-
Âmes vaillantes »

15h00-15h45   Svetlana GENCHEVA, UC Louvain / SIC / GIRCAM
La représentation du genre dans la bande dessinée bulgare contemporaine
 

15h54-16h15  BREAK

Moderation : Philippe MARION

16h15-17h00   Kin-Wai CHU, KU Leuven
Comic Diaries of Women Living in Solitude

17h00-17h45  Jan BAETENS, KU Leuven
    Le roman-photo : fait par les hommes, lu par les femmes ? 

Images et récits dans une perspective genre | Image & Narration from a Gender Perspective
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Friday 26 October

UNIL, Unithèque, room 4215

II. Le genre à l’écran – Gender on Screen

    Moderation : Delphine CHEDALEUX

8h30-9h15  Alain BOILLAT, University of Lausanne
Récits enchâssés et rapports de genre dans le cinéma français 
des années 1950

9h15-10h00  Jeanne ROHNER, University of Lausanne
La construction du point de vue dans « Le Diable au corps »: un autre regard

10h00-10h30  BREAK

10h30-11h15  Babylonia CONSTANTINIDES, University of Zurich
(Re-)producing Biography – Family Affairs and Biographical Storytelling 
in Contemporary Auteur Films

11h15-12h00   Barbara DUPONT, UC Louvain / IHECS
L’héroïne sans enfant pour penser une approche non binaire du personnage 
de série TV 

12h00-14h00  LUNCH

III. Intermédialité – Intermediality

    Moderation: Jan BAETENS

14h00-14h45  Thomas PIERRART, KU Leuven
Travels of Desire: Gender Explorations through Time and Space

14h45-15h30  Anneleen MASSCHELEIN, KU Leuven
“Bansai Bansai, It’s Better to Write than Die”. Patti Smith as Icon 
of Contemporary Writing Culture

15h30-16h30   Final discussion
   Moderation: Alain BOILLAT, Jan BAETENS, and Philippe MARION

Images et récits dans une perspective genre | Image & Narration from a Gender Perspective
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Thursday 25 October, 13h30-14h15

Alexie Geers
Teacher and Research Associate
CEREP/University of Reims

Framing of Class Feminities in Women’s Magazines. Comparative Studies

 The term “Women’s magazine” suggests that gender is the only categorization of this type of 

publication. Yet, according to press group classifications, some titles are addressed to the “general public” 

while others are addressed to a “high-end” audience of women. In the language of the industry, we speak 

of segmentation, a category referring to the financial capital of the targeted readers. The diversity of these 

titles corresponds to that of the readers and is characterized by various criteria: consumer practices, cultural 

practices, values, tastes but also lifestyles (food, clothing etc.) that are class habitus (Bourdieu,1979). 

 

 In this paper, we will describe the writing of this variety of narratives of class femininity, in their 

narrative and visual dimensions from the comparison of three French magazines (Marie-Claire, Femme 

Actuelle, Happinnez) currently published and will reflect how these stories can be meaningful to the women 

they are intended for.

Bio-bibliographical notice

Alexie Geers is a teacher at the University of Reims and a research associate at the CEREP (Research 

Centre on employment and professionalization)/University of Reims. Notable publications include “Un 

magazine pour se faire belle. Votre Beaute ́ et l’industrie cosmétique dans les années 1930” (Clio, Femmes, 

Genre, Histoire, n°40, 2014), “From Marie-Claire Magazine’s Authoritative Pedagogy to the Hellocoton 

Blog Platform’s Knowledge Sharing : Between Gender Construction and Gender Appropriation” (in Valérie 

Schafer et Benjamin Thierry (eds.), Women, Gender and ICT in Europe in the Nineteenth and Twentieth 

Century, 2015) and, more recently, “Une gestion professionnelle du foyer: un récit de genre pour les 

lectrices de Marie-Claire (1954- 1955)” (Images au Travail, Travail des Images, n°6, 2018). Her visual 

history PhD thesis, defended in 2016 at the EHESS, is entitled “The Smile and the Apron. The Media 

Framing of Feminity in Marie-Claire from 1937 to the Present”. Her blog : https://apparences.hypotheses.

org/ 
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Thursday 25 October, 14h15-15h00

Raphaël OESTERLE       Thesis supervisor
PhD student         Alain Boillat
University of Lausanne      

Building Readership in Comic Strip Periodicals for the Post-War Youth: 
The Case of the Catholic Movement “Cœurs vaillants-Âmes vaillantes” 

[“Valiant Hearts-Valiant Souls”]

 The Catholic Church was quickly attentive to the readings of its believers, showing greater 

vigilance in the case of women and children, those being considered easily impressionable. In 1905, Father 

Bethlehem published Romans à lire et romans à proscrire [Romans to Read and Novels to Proscribe], 

where he reviewed and commented on novel production. The book was regularly reissued and updated 

until 1932, and gradually gave an important place to illustrated magazines for the youth. Indeed, the 1930s 

saw the print runs of comic periodicals increase significantly – several titles issued more than 300’000 

copies a week on the eve of the war – and this sector became unavoidable if one aimed to address the 

youth.
 

 I intend to study the different titles published by the Union of Catholic Works of France in the 

immediate post-war period (1945-47). The gender perspective seems relevant as it echoes how the Union 

of Works envisioned its readership. Thus, Cœurs Vaillants [Valiant Hearts] was addressed to young boys 

and Âmes Vaillantes [Valiant Souls] to young girls. A third newspaper, Fripounet et Marisette, was intended 

for rural areas. Each one of them aimed first and foremost to educate its reader and to transmit Catholic 

values to him or her. I intend to consider all the contents of these newspapers. Their main source of 

attraction were stories which had to offer entertainment with a morality hidden behind. By multiplying 

the direct addresses, they serve to better understand the image that the Union of Catholic works had of 

its readers. In addition, these editorial sections regularly mentioned the stories in comic strips to ensure 

their understanding. These publications seem very resourceful because their readership is not only a 

construction. Indeed, they were primarily addressed to the members of the Catholic movement “Cœurs 

vaillants-Âmes vaillantes”. The newspapers regularly reported on the activities of these movements, with 

whom they interacted. Moreover, they staged their members, telling their adventures in a fictional but likely 

form. These three titles finally present a way of highlighting the stakes of the press for the youth during 

the post-war period, where the necessity of reconstruction of moral values dominated, in a climate of 

aggressive competition between several actors (communists, non-religious educators and Catholics).

Bio-bibliographical notice

Raphaël Oesterlé collaborates with the GrEBD (Groupe d’Etude sur la Bande Dessinée) and is working 

on a PhD thesis about French comic periodicals from the post-war period. Included among his recent 

publications are “Instants choisis : le “mouvement“ en bande dessinée”, Alain Boillat, Marine Borel, Raphaël 

Oesterlé et Françoise Revaz, Case, strip, action ! (2016), “Les Pionniers de l’Espérance : Flash Gordon au 

pays des “vaillant“ communistes” in Marc Atallah et Alain Boillat (eds.), BD-US: les comics vu par l’Europe 

(2016) and “1968-1996, présence souterraine de la bande dessinée”, in Roland Margueron et Raphaël 

Oesterlé (eds.), Töpffer et Cie - La bande dessinée à Genève, 1977-2016 (2016).
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Thursday 25 October, 15h00-15h45

Svetlana GENCHEVA        Thesis supervisors
PHD student          Sarah Sepulchre
UC Louvain / SIC / GIRCAM  Philippe Marion

Gender Representation in the Contemporary Bulgarian Comics

This contribution is based on my thesis project which is focused on the identification of the narrative 

characteristics of a corpus of Bulgarian comics from the last decade. The understanding of storytelling 

and image-building strategies in contemporary Bulgarian drawn literature is the main goal of the research.

By questioning the cultural identity of the specific media that is comics in Bulgaria, the reflection of this 

contribution will focus on the modifications of the gender representation and the consequences of these 

changes in the narration strategies within the Bulgarian cultural context. “We could say that culture is a 

collection of stories that we tell each other all the time,” which engenders our expectations, our actions and 

our way of thinking the world (Starhawk, 2015).

Fruit of cultural cross, the Bulgarian comic strip is a media hinge of several forms of art. It is a knot of 

entangled relations, constantly transformed by the new connections it forms. In this axiological perspective 

we will confront the notion of the unique and exclusive root, conducted in many scientific texts from the 

Balkans, with that of identity which is not made of units, but of dimensions, or rather of moving directions: 

identity-relationship (Gospodinov, 2005). The transmission to new social relations and new vectors of 

diffusion for narrative purposes has generated comics as we know them today (Marion, 1997, p. 63). This 

is why we want to question the gender representation through this particular media, and this in a very 

particular cultural environment: of Bulgaria in the digital age.

Bio-bibliographical notice

Svetlana Gencheva studied at the National Academy of Arts. In 2015, she obtained a Master degree 

in “Comics” at the EESI, Angoulême. She became one of the founders of the collective 100 Têtes. 

Today she works mainly in the fields of painting, sculpture and illustration and is currently a PhD 

student at the Catholic University of Louvain, where she is doing research on “The Narrative World 

of the Bulgarian Comics in the Digital Age”, under the direction of Sarah Sepulche and Philippe 

Marion. Some of her publications includeThe Fate of the Bulgarian Comic Strip (2016), and 

“Normes  et  créativité  dans  les  cycles  histriques  de  la  bande  dessinée   bulgare” (Inter Pares, n°6, 

2016). She is also the author and co-author of several artistic works: for example, Livre des grains de 

poussière (2015), A Letter for you from Amazonia (with Mila Bankova, 2010), Happiest Baby, and The 

Happiest Todler on the Block (with Harvey Karp, 2013).
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Thursday 25 October, 16h15-17h00

Kin-Wai CHU         Thesis supervisor
PhD student          Jan Baetens
KU Leuven

Comic Diaries of Women Living in Solitude

This paper proposes to offer a case study focusing on the feminist representations of two comic 
diaries: The Base of an Old Girl, created by the Hong Kong artist Stella So, and the Chinese translation 
of Hitorigurashi Mo 5 neme (which literally translates as Living Alone for the Fifth Year), drawn by the 
Japanese artist Naoko Takagi. These two Asian women comic artists both record their solitary life stories in 
a light-hearted way. Though the discussion of womanhood in this case study is too reductive to represent 
the diversity of women, let alone the internal and external factors affecting the personality and experience 
of individuals, it aims at highlighting the multifarious notions of femininity in South East Asia, where a 
traditional perception of gender still plays a relatively key role in society.

 Autobiographical graphic narratives created by female artists have become “today’s most riveting 
feminist cultural productions” (Chute, 2) and can shed light on the evolution of feminist theory and practice 
(Felski, 2000). While the graphic life stories privileged by feminist comic scholarship are almost always 
related to trauma and embody unspeakable taboos – and are thus considered a means to empower 
women –, the two comic diaries in this study contain narratives that are not at all traumatic, but instead 
are made up of trivial anecdotes that are often neither eventful nor dramatic. According to Hirschmann, 
analysing the life experience of women in everyday discourse is a concrete way to foreground “the social 
and personal construction of gender” and its impact on the philosophical concept of gender. Not only do 
both creators of the comic diaries project a feminist representation of independent living in a positive 
manner, but they also construct a visual imagery of themselves as kidults that are tied up with the manga 
aesthetic of cuteness (“kawaii”). At the same time, I propose that this narrative and characterization can be 
taken as an alternative form of femininity that is more prominent in South East Asia.

 

      Fig.1. Hitorigurashi Mo 5 neme, 2003            Fig. 2. The Base of an Old Girl, 2009	 	

	
Bio-bibliographical notice

Kin Wai CHU is a PhD student and PhD fellow of the Research Foundation of Flanders (FWO) under the 
supervision of Prof. Jan Baetens at the University of Leuven. Her research interests include cultural and 
comics studies.		 	 	 																																			
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Thursday 25 October, 17h00-17h45

Jan BAETENS
Full Professor
KU Leuven

The Photonovel: Made by Men, Read by Women ?

 It is generally accepted that one should oppose two types of photonovels: on the one hand, the 

traditional photonovel, a subgenre of the women’s press of the afterwar years which has often been 

accused of circulating highly conservative forms and content matter (as argued for instance by Roland 

Barthes, who considered the magazine Nous Deux more obscene than Sade); on the other hand, the 

artistic and avant-garde type of photonovel, open to all kind of experiences, including at the level of gender 

(it suffices to remind here Marie-Françoise Plissart’s 1985 Right of Inspection, a pioneer of queer photo 

fiction).

 In this talk, I would like to question the social and academic rejection of the photonovel as a 

culturally illegitimate and ideologically despicable genre. I will not make this case by relying on aesthetic 

arguments, but on arguments having to do with gender issues. I will start with addressing some aspects of 

the “battle of the photonovel” in the early fifties, before countering some prejudices by comparing them with 

some testimonies by historical key figures of the genre, such as Hubert Serra, the Cecil B. DeMille of the 

photonovel. Finally, I would like to present some examples that help present a different view of the gender 

policy of the photonovel. Some recent exhibits (“Vende” in Trento, 2017; “Roman-Photo” in Marseille, 2017, 

and “Fotoromanzo” in Reggio Emilia, 2018) will demonstrate the erosion of the traditional stereotypes in 

this field.

Bio-bibliographical notice

Jan Baetens is Professor of cultural studies at the University of Leuven. His main research fields are 

contemporary French poetry and word and image studies, generally those of «minor» genres such as 

photonovels, comics, and novelizations. He has published widely on all these topics and some of his 

most recent books are: À voix haute. Poésie et lecture publique (Les Impressions Nouvelles, 2016) and 

The Cambridge History of the Graphic Novel, coedited with Hugo Frey and Steve Tabachnick (Cambridge 

University Press, 2018).
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Friday 26 October, 8h30-9h15

Alain BOILLAT
Full Professor
University of Lausanne

Embedded Narratives and Gender Relations in French Cinema of the Fifties

 
 The conference will explore gender implications of different types of embedded narratives (such 

as flash-back structures) by assuming that the subordination to a framing narrative (usually focused on 

a male character) and women’s subordination to social norms are often running parallel: women are 

literally “framed” by male figures into a patriarchal model. The relation between embedded and framing 

narratives will be discussed in reference to the works of scholars in the field of narratology – studies on 

voice over narration (Sarah Kozloff, Jean Chateauvert) – and in gender studies on voice narration (Kaja 

Silverman, Britta Sjogren, Mary Ann Doane). So far this issue has mostly been addressed in the context of 

Hollywood cinema. We will move this questioning to the post-war French cinema, which has been studied 

from a gender perspective by Burch and Sellier in The Battle of the Sexes in French Cinema, 1930–1956. 

According to them, the ’50s in France is a backlash period characterized by a strong resurgence of a 

patriarchal model after a valorization of women during the occupation. They noted a radical exception in 

their large filmic corpus that we propose to take as a case study: it is the film The Truth about Bébé Donge 

(La Vérité sur Bébé Donge, Henri Decoin, 1952), which can be interpreted as a sophisticated transgression 

of gendered norms by means of narrative devices. 

 Through an analysis of key sequences of The Truth about Bébé Donge and a comparison with 

both the shooting script of Decoin’s film and Georges Simenon’s homonymous novel from which it is 

adapted, we will demonstrate how the embedded narrative is undermined from the inside by a feminist 

point of view associated with the title character played by the star Danielle Darrieux.

Bio-bibliographical notice

Alain Boillat is Full Professor in the Film Studies Department at the University of Lausanne. His research 

focuses mainly on fiction and narration theories (La Fiction au cinéma, 2001; Cinéma, machine à 

mondes, 2014), voice in film (Du bonimenteur à la voix-over, 2007; Dubbing, 2014; Dialogues avec le 

cinéma. Approches interdisciplinaires de l’oralité cinématographique, 2016), narrative representations of 

technology in popular culture (Je suis ton père, 2017; Loin des yeux… le cinéma, 2018), serial narratives 

(Star Wars, un monde en expansion, 2014; Case, strip, action!, 2016) and comparative issues on films 

and comic books (Les Cases à l’écran, 2010; BD-US: les comics vus par l’Europe, 2016). In 2013 and 

2016, Alain Boillat received two SNSF grants for research projects focusing in part on applying methods 

from genetic editing to the personal paper archives of French director Claude Autant-Lara (Cinémathèque 

suisse). Proceedings of an international conference co-edited with Gilles Philippe were published in 2018 

(L’Adaptation – Des livres aux scénarios). The ongoing research project, co-directed with Charles-Antoine 

Courcoux, proposes to cross gender and star studies with the narratological study of the character in 

screenplays and production notes.
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Friday 26 October, 9h15-10h00

Jeanne ROHNER       Thesis supervisors
PhD student          Alain Boillat 
University of Lausanne    Charles-Antoine Courcoux
 

The Construction of Point of View in Autant-Lara’s “The Devil in the Flesh” [“Le Diable 
au corps”]: Another Look

 The Devil in the Flesh is well known for the controversy it caused in 1947, date of its first release in 

France. As an emblematic film of the period immediately following the French Liberation, The Devil in the 

Flesh differs from other Claude Autant-Lara’s productions. The reason for this is the unique participation 

of the female star Micheline Presle in this movie project. Through its success, the reputation of the actress 

expanded quickly, gaining a worldwide recognition. Gender studies focusing on this film have stressed the 

discrepancy between the representation of the male (active) and female (passive) characters (Burch et 

Sellier, 1996; Tarr, 2000; Chedaleux, 2016). This difference is made obvious through the use of flashbacks, 

nudging the spectator to be a witness of the fate of the young hero (played by Gérard Philipe), a victim of 

the women’s actions. 

 Nevertheless, this reading should be reassessed with the help of the “genetic” method. Indeed, 

my research aims to expand the analysis by including the question of character’s construction through 

the usage of the production document archive. I offer to apprehend the male and female gazes at the 

early stage of pre-production, by examining namely the various scripts found in the Autant-Lara archive 

(deposited at the Swiss Film Archive – Cinémathèque suisse). More generally, this paper endeavors to test 

the assumption that possible narrative paths once considered by the authors during the creative process 

(e.g. choices regarding the narrative point of view) can tell us about gender implications that arise during 

the film’s genesis. Consequently, this article illustrates the possible contribution of the genetic approach on 

the study of stars, prompting a rethinking of this research field.

Bio-bibliographical notice

Jeanne Rohner studied Psychology (University of Fribourg) and Film Studies (University of Lausanne). 

She has been a doctoral student at the University of Lausanne since 2016. Her thesis examines the 

relationship between the stars, their persona and their characters in the specific context of post-war French 

cinema (1945-1956) with a focus on Danielle Darrieux and Micheline Presle. This research is part of the 

SNF project “A Gender Perspective on Film Character and Stardom: Studying the Production of Film 

Representations in the Forties” (Claude Autant-Lara collection, Cinémathèque suisse) “, led by Prof. Alain 

Boillat and Charles-Antoine Courcoux.
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Friday 26 October, 10h30-11h15

Babylonia CONSTANTINIDES     Thesis supervisors
PhD student  Jörg von Brincken (LMU)
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich / University of Zurich  Fabienne Liptay (UZH)
      

(Re)producing Biography – Family Affairs and Biographical Storytelling 
in Contemporary Auteur Films

 The need for meaning and connection nourishes the interest in biographical storytelling and 
manifests itself in the hard realities of social structures. When (re)producing a life story, film offers various 
forms with which to draft and visualise, document and correct, inflate and skip, dissect and assemble a 
biography. Family functions as a narrative construction, with gender emerging as one of the most significant 
differentiations. Based on structures of power and authority relationships, family affairs constitute the self 
from the beginning of his or her life. By representing the social order of age and gender, home movies 
and videos provide imprints of the codes of power relations. In family cinema, children are recorded more 
than anything else, but the images may disclose more about the maker of the film than about the objects 
that are framed. Adults film for the pleasure of gathering the members of the family with the camera as 
connecting tool. Whereas the domestic role of (re)producing family is ascribed to the arena of the feminine 
and to the mothers who traditionally maintain and preserve the family archive, the technical aspects placed 
the making of the movies in the masculine sphere, and filming the family footage was almost accredited to 
fathers.
 Along with race, class, nation or religion, age and gender are categories of social, familial and 
biographical constitutions, identifications and representations. They are expressed in various performance 
practices that articulate differences and (re)produce inequalities at the same time. The films to be discussed 
in this context intend to challenge dominant modes of representation by moving beyond expressions 
privileged within parental ideology (be it patriarchal or matriarchal). The deconstruction of existing forms of 
representation includes different perspectives, the relations of looking, and the oscillation between fiction 
and documentary, as well as between openness and closure of narration. In recycling home movies, the 
films share a discourse by adding the children’s view as organising principle. While home movie footage 
rarely features aberration, aggression or abuse, the method of domestic ethnography is able to perform 
masquerades of identity and to disclose family secrets. Through the reappropriation of their images, 
children deconstruct their parents’ view and destroy the formal storylines by re-editing the footage. At least 
for moments, familial hierarchies of gender and generation can be rearranged and traumas of childhood 
evoked and superseded under the children’s gaze.

Bio-bibliographical notice

After studying at the Munich Academy of Fine Arts and at the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich, 
Babylonia Constantinides has started a Phd in 2017. Her thesis, a co-tutelle between the MIMESIS 
International Doctoral Programme at the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich and the Department 
of Film Studies at the University of Zurich, has the working title “Life Projected. Mimetic Practices in the 
Mediatisation of Biography”.
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Friday 26 October, 11h15-12h00

Barbara DUPONT        Thesis supervisor
PhD student         Sarah Sepulchre
UC Louvain/IHECS       

The Childless Heroine:
For a Non-Binary Approach of the Female Protagonist 

 Skills that are traditionally considered feminine, such as empathy, gentleness and attentiveness, 
often interlock with the broader argument of parenthood, perceived as inherently and naturally feminine 
(Lipovetsky, 1997, pp. 214-215). In that regard, cultural representations play an essential role in promoting 
motherhood, which Kaklamanidou describes as a dominant “theme” in media and celebrity culture » (2018, 
p. 2); such coverage, “with rare exceptions, not only avoids representations of female childlessness but also 
promotes pronatalism” (p. 3). In that context, it seems that constructing female fictional characters, who 
(voluntarily or not) opt out of motherhood, can trigger intriguing questions that unveil, but also challenge, our 
(binary) conception of gender. By focusing on the characterization of the childless heroine of the American 
TV series How to Get Away with Murder, Annalise Keating, we will address a two-fold interrogation. First, 
we will pinpoint the different operations of the construction of the non-mother female protagonist: unfit for 
the traditional ideal of womanhood, does she embody, to some extent, an emancipation of the binary codes 
of gender, or is she, on the contrary, narratively punished? 
 Secondly, the close study of Annalise’s character will allow us to question the tools and methods of 
gender studies, which sometimes prove as binary and essentializing as the representations they intend to 
deconstruct (Sepulchre, 2014, p. 104). Regarding TV series analyses more specifically, the contradiction 
lies in the attempt to challenge dichotomous abstractions associated with one sex or the other, while using 
analytical frameworks precisely designed to only recognize that feminine/masculine duality. As Elsa Dorlin 
points out, such an incongruity presents both a political and epistemological obstacle (2008, pp. 93-94). 
 In addition, while the academic output dealing with TV series is growing, “analytical methods often 
lack precision, or reveal shortcomings” (Breda, 2015, p. 17, own translation). Therefore, this presentation is 
also an opportunity to contribute to the current search for methodologies specifically designed for the study 
of the serial character. Contemporary TV series are becoming more and more hybrid and complex, which 
“appears to more accurately reflect the social inconsistencies and moral uncertainties of a ‘postmodern’ 
world” (Creeber, 2004, p. 14, free transl.). Indeed, observing the gradual obsolescence of our methods 
indicates  a welcome complexification of the representations of gender, which encourages us to sharpen 
our tools if we want to comprehend their scope and depth.  

Bio-bibliographical notice

Graduate of Applied Communication (IHECS, Bruxelles) and Cultural Studies (KUL, Leuven), Barbara 
Dupont is a doctoral student in Communication at UC Louvain. Her research explores the representation 
of feminities and masculinities in contemporary mainstream TV series, including post-feminist readings of 
the gender binary. Upcoming publications include “Personnage féminin, espace masculin: la négociation 
des compétences dites féminines dans le monde professionnel de The Good Wife” (Genre en Séries, Fall 
2018) and “Le féminin est-il soluble dans la non-parentalité ? La caractérisation des héroïnes sérielles 
sans enfant” (Sextant, Fall 2018).
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Friday 26 October, 14h00-14h45

Thomas PIERRART        Thesis supervisor
PhD student           Bart Vervaeck
KU Leuven         

Travels of Desire: Gender Explorations Through Time and Space

 Ever since the historical beginning of narrative practice, people have written stories centered 

around travelling subjects. In contemporary culture, one can thus find an impressive variety of travel 

narratives (a diverse unity often overlooked by literary scholars), including all kinds of voyages through 

space and/or time, undertaken by a wide range of characters. As metaphors such as “the road towards 

equality” and “gender role journeys” as well as travel subgenres like “the time travel romance” and “the 

transgender road narrative” already suggest, several aspects of travelling can be linked to the study of 

gender. Particularly, one could think of various trans-notions (transformation, transition, transgression), the 

confrontation between the self and the other, the idea of lack/absence, the instability of identity, narrative 

agency and the element of desire.  

 In my presentation, I want to explore the narrative ways in which the travel story and its genre 

characteristics interact with the construction, conservation and criticism of gender roles and/or its 

stereotypes. More specifically, I will focus on a corpus consisting of recently published texts and films/

tv-programs, in which the travel plot is mingled with a form of (romantic) desire. It includes three journeys 

through space – Kathy Acker’s Pussy, King of the Pirates (1996), Imogen Binnie’s Nevada (2013) and the 

film Cloudburst (2011) – and three journeys through time – Audrey Niffenegger’s The Time Traveler’s Wife 

(2003), the TV-series Outlander (2014) and the film When We First Met (2018). Methodologically, attention 

will be paid to narrative devices such as the narrator, focalization and sequencing, as well as the gradual 

construction of the traveler’s identity and his/her social relations.

 

Bio-bibliographical notice

Thomas Pierrart studied Literature and Linguistics (Dutch and Latin) at KU Leuven and took the Interuniversity 

Master’s Degree program in Literary Studies. Starting from October 2017, he works on a PhD project within 

the research unit Dutch Literature, with Prof. Dr. Bart Vervaeck as his supervisor. The central topic of his 

project is the genre of the imaginary voyage (physical or cognitive travels through space or time), which 

is studied from a theoretical, a comparative and an interpretative perspective. On travel narratives and 

related subjects such as future narratives, utopia and genre theory, Thomas Pierrart published articles 

in, among others, Spiegel der Letteren, Nederlandse Letterkunde, Cahier voor Literatuurwetenschap and 

TNTL. In addition, he frequently cooperates with the Lexicon of Literaire Werken as well as the online 

review platform deReactor.org.
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Friday 26 October, 14h45-15h30

Anneleen MASSCHELEIN
Associate Professor
KU Leuven

“Bansai Bansai, It’s Better to Write than Die”. 
Patti Smith as Icon of Contemporary Writing Culture

 In this lecture, I will focus on Patti Smith’s recent literary recognition as a memoirist as a typical 

exponent of contemporary writing culture, that is marked by what Jim Collins has called a “passionate” 

devotion to literature and books, and tje fetishization of the locale and paraphernalia of Great authors. I 

will begin by looking back at Smith’s career, which started in the late sixties as a poet in the Saint Mark’s 

Church in New York. She befriended various artists from the 1970s New York scene and made a career as 

a punk-rock singer, only to withdraw quite radically from public life to raise a family in Detroit in the 1980s. 

Re-emerging as a performer after her husband’s death, she wrote the critically acclaimed memoir Just Kids 

about her formative years in New York with Robert Mapplethorne in 2010 and has since been recognized 

as an important literary figure, who brings together the domains of literature, popular music and art. In my 

talk I will focus on her second memoir, M-Train, that focuses both on her years in Detroit and her husband 

and on her current writerly life. In this writing memoir, we see the remarkable consistency of Smith’s 

identification with a traditional 19thcentury (masculine) ethos of authorship, that she very successfully 

employed both in her writing and her music career, and at the same time, the introduction of a relatively 

rare iconic figure: the female writer late in life. 

Bio-bibliographical notice

Anneleen Masschelein is Associate Professor of literary and cultural studies at the University of Leuven, 

Belgium. In The Unconcept: The Freudian Uncanny in Late-Twentieth-Century Theory (2011), she examines 

the peculiar genealogy of the uncanny as a contemporary aesthetic concept. She has published widely on 

literature, theory, and contemporary art. She is currently working on a book project on the transformation of 

literary advice (how-to books) in the twenty-first century. Other research interests are contemporary dying 

culture, creative writing by theorists, and contemporary writing culture.
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